2019 Industry Sponsorship Opportunities
Reach Influential Leaders in
Diabetes & Nutrition
Established in 1979, Diabetes Care and Education (DCE) is one
of the largest professional dietetic practice groups within the
Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.
DCE membership is primarily made up of registered dietitian nutritionists (RDNs) and
nutrition and dietetic technicians, registered (NDTRs) who specialize in quality
diabetes care and education for people with diabetes and their families, and for
those at risk of developing diabetes.

Why DCE?
• O
 ur members are on the front lines of patient care, reaching the many
consumers impacted by diabetes on a daily basis.
• O
 ur members strive to stay on the cutting edge of diabetes research,
and are seeking the latest science-based information about diabetes
products, services and programs.
• S ponsorship of a DCE publication, event or other activity provides an
opportunity for sponsors to build awareness of their company and to
share their message with leaders in diabetes care and nutrition.
• W
 e will work with you to develop a customized, mutually beneficial
sponsorship package to help your organization meet your goals while
supporting the education and practice of our members.

Our 2019 prospectus offers many exciting opportunities for
industry sponsors to reach our nearly 5,800 members.

With over 100,000
credentialed practitioners,
the Academy of
Nutrition and Dietetics
is the nation’s largest
organization of food and
nutrition professionals.
DCE Mission
Empowering DCE members to
be leaders in food, nutrition, and
diabetes care and prevention.

Our Vision
Optimizing the health of people
impacted by diabetes using food,
nutrition and self-management
education.

Work with Us
We invite organizations and
companies whose business
practices align with our mission
and vision to work with us in a
sponsorship capacity.

For more information,
please contact
Cassie Verdi, Manager,
DCE Corporate Relations,
at cverdi@eatright.org.

DCE Membership Profile
We are…
A trusted voice for persons with diabetes when it comes to
nutrition, physical activity, self-management, technology, and
day-to-day diabetes care, education and prevention.

93%

5,800

Members Strong

Registered Dietitian
Nutritionists (RDNs) and
Nutrition and Dietetic
Technicians, Registered
(NDTRs)

50%

>

300

Student Members

Certified Diabetes
Educators (CDEs) or Board
Certified in Advanced
Diabetes Management

We work in a variety of settings, influencing patient care and
organizational decisions across the U.S. and globally:

Wellness
Councils

Healthcare
Facilities

Your support will help
expand our diabetes
and nutrition knowledge,
support our practice
and ultimately, improve
the lives of those affected
by diabetes.

Public Health
Agencies

Emerging
Technologies

Supermarkets
& Retail

Sports
Nutrition

Academia
Media &
Communications

Foodservice &
Restaurants
Private
Practice

Regulatory
Bodies

Research

The importance of quality diabetes care and education delivered by DCE
members only continues to grow, with >9.4% of Americans having diabetes
and 84.1 million American adults living with prediabetes.
Sources: 2018 DCE Membership Survey; National Diabetes Statics Report, 2017.

For more information,
please contact
Cassie Verdi, Manager,
DCE Corporate Relations,
at cverdi@eatright.org.
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Menu of Sponsorship Opportunities
Publications
DCE’s highly-coveted publications (distributed in print and
available electronically on the DCE website) are consistently
ranked by members as the number one membership
benefit. Each issue is sent to all DCE members, dietetic
internship directors, nutrition faculty, and other dietetic
practice group chairs and newsletter editors. All issues are
archived on the DCE website.

On the Cutting Edge
On the Cutting Edge is distributed three times per year and is a
peer-reviewed journal featuring articles on current topics in diabetes
management and education. Each issue focuses on one broad theme and
provides 4 continuing education units to readers.
Distribution: 6,200 per issue

newsFLASH

2018 | Volume 39 | Number 5
A Peer-Reviewed Publication

newsFLASH is distributed three times per year and provides members
with timely information on diabetes care, education and research, as well
as important updates on DCE activities.
Distribution: 6,200 per issue

Diabetes Care and Education

Featured Stories

Message from the Chair
Alyce Thomas, RD
Paterson, NJ

Pricing is the same for both publications.
Exclusive sponsorship of one issue: $18,000
• Includes opportunity to supply a sponsored insert up to two pages
(double-sided) in length, logo recognition on back cover, and a feature in
DCE’s monthly E-Update with a link to the issue and sponsor recognition.
If an issue is not exclusively sponsored, the following advertisement
options are available:
• Full Page Ad: $5,500
• ½ Page Ad: $3,500
• ¼ Page Ad: $2,000

All sponsors are recognized on DCE.org. They are also
invited to and recognized at the DCE Awards Ceremony
and Membership Reception held during the Academy’s
Food & Nutrition Conference & Expo™ (FNCE®).
All content within sponsored materials is subject to DCE and Academy
review and approval.

5

As DCE prepares to celebrate its
40th anniversary in less than a year,
it is my honor to serve you as your
current Chair — what an honor it is!
Reflecting on the accomplishments
of past DCE Chairs, those who also
are or have been presidents of other
national organizations and leaders in
diabetes care, education, prevention
and advocacy, I sometimes want to
pinch myself to see if this is real or
an extended dream! If it’s a dream,
please don’t wake me up yet, I’m
enjoying it immensely.
I have been a DCE member for a long
time, which is a far longer tenure
than that of my leadership role in this
DPG. DCE was and remains to this
day my “go to” place for up-to-date
information on diabetes and
nutrition, which is one of the reasons
that I joined over 30 years ago. And if
I were to look in some of my old files,
I might still find an old issue of On
the Cutting Edge and newsFLASH. To
throw them out would be similar to
saying goodbye to an old friend.

Besides the newsletters, DCE continues
to offer other wonderful benefits to its
members, including patient handouts,
recipes, information on reimbursement,
advocacy and research, and the latest
in diabetes technology (see Sidebar).
However, one particular question has
puzzled me for a long time: why isn’t
every RDN who works with persons
with diabetes a member of DCE?
Statistics show that approximately
12-14% or 39-45 million of the U.S.
adult population have diabetes and
another 8-16 million have undiagnosed
diabetes. In other words, someone you
know has diabetes — either a patient
or loved one. I have used information
from the DCE website to share with
patients and even family and friends.
Could part of the problem be that
some RDNs and DTRs continue to
think that you must be a CDE to

Practice Update: Diabetes
Care and Education in the
Hospital

11

Monogenic Diabetes

15

Brief Action PlanningMotivational Interviewing on
Steroids

20

Metabolic Memory – The Case
for Early Control of Diabetes

belong to DCE? Of course, the answer
is no, you don’t have to be a CDE in
order to be a member of DCE and
you don’t have to be a CDE in order
to be a DCE volunteer or leader.
Recently, a colleague mentioned
to me that someone she knew was
going to join DCE because she had
just passed the CDE exam. I applaud
the person for passing the CDE exam;
however, she could have been a DCE
member from the time she joined
the Academy. This, by the way,
isn’t an isolated case; the same
misperception showed up on last
year’s member survey.
(continued on page 4)

For more information,
please contact
Cassie Verdi, Manager,
DCE Corporate Relations,
at cverdi@eatright.org.
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Menu of Sponsorship Opportunities
Events
DCE events offer valuable facetime with our leadership or
membership. You’ll have the opportunity to network, share
your message and elicit feedback from leading diabetes and
nutrition professionals.

2019 Spring Leadership Retreat
This 4-day retreat is attended by all DCE leadership and scheduled for May 2–5
in Jersey City, NJ. The purpose of the retreat is to train incoming leaders and to
discuss practice group business face-to-face. This is a unique opportunity to
interface with DCE leadership. Attendance: 30–35 DCE leaders
Welcome reception sponsorship (evening of Thursday, May 2): $7,000
• Includes distribution of samples/educational materials and a table-top
display manned by a sponsor representative during the reception.
Breakfast or lunch sponsorship: $5,000
• Includes distribution of samples/educational materials and a table-top
display manned by a sponsor representative during the meal.
Snack break sponsorship: $1,000
• Includes distribution of samples/educational materials during the
snack break.

2019 FNCE® Executive and Committee Chairs Meeting
This 1-day leadership meeting is scheduled for Saturday, October 26, before
the start of FNCE®. The purpose is for DCE leadership to meet face-to-face and
discuss practice group business. Attendance: 15 DCE leaders
Breakfast or lunch sponsorship: $4,000
• Includes distribution of samples/educational materials and 5-10 minutes of
podium time to present information on your products or services.
Snack break sponsorship: $1,000
• Includes distribution of samples/educational materials during the
snack break.

Note: All sponsors are recognized in meeting agendas and by the Chair during
the opening remarks. Any corkage, storage or serving fees will be covered by
the sponsor.

For more information,
please contact
Cassie Verdi, Manager,
DCE Corporate Relations,
at cverdi@eatright.org.
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Menu of Sponsorship Opportunities
DCE Leader/Expert Discussions
Engage in a one-hour open discussion with DCE members to share
information and elicit feedback on your product or service during the
Spring Leadership Retreat or the FNCE® Executive and Committee Chairs
Meeting. This is a unique opportunity to identify perceptions and trends
in diabetes topics that impact your industry.
Spring Leadership Retreat Investment: $8,000
Attendance: 30–35 DCE leaders
FNCE® Executive and Committee Chairs Meeting: $6,000
Attendance: 15 DCE leaders

SPECIAL OFFERING IN 2019 ONLY!
FNCE® Member Reception, Awards Ceremony &
40th Anniversary Celebration
This three-hour evening networking reception and milestone celebration
will be held on Sunday, October 27th. This premier sponsorship provides
a unique opportunity to engage face-to-face with DCE membership.
Attendance: 200+ members
Investment: $25,000
• Exclusive sponsorship of the event.
• R
 ecognition in all event marketing materials including event page on
DCE website, one (1) dedicated eblast, one (1) newsFLASH promotion
and one (1) feature in a DCE monthly E-update.
• S ponsor logo and recognition on all event signage and on the
program handout.
• Five invitations to the event.
• T able-top display manned by a sponsor representative.
• P
 roduct sampling and/or menu integration.
• R
 ecognition by DCE Chair during opening remarks.
• 2
 -minute remarks to promote the sponsor’s Expo booth activities
(speaking points to be pre-approved by DCE).
• O
 pportunity to distribute a swag bag to attendees containing
pre-approved materials.

For more information,
please contact
Cassie Verdi, Manager,
DCE Corporate Relations,
at cverdi@eatright.org.
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Menu of Sponsorship Opportunities
NEW!

Media RDN/Blogger
Surprise & Delight Mailing
DCE has identified 15 influential media-focused RDN bloggers
among our membership who specialize in mass communication
and have broad followings online.
Sponsors are granted access to this list and can send bloggers a creative ‘surprise and
delight’ package containing their messages, materials and/or samples. These packages
may enable media-savvy RDNs to learn and share new information with their followers.
This is ideal for announcing new product launches and for building relationships
with a key group of online influencers.
Investment: $7,000
• S ponsor purchases and creates packages and any associated materials. Sponsors
are also responsible for shipping packages directly to RDN bloggers.
• A
 ll package contents must be reviewed and approved by DCE prior to mailing.
• R
 DNs’ addresses and personal information may not be used by the sponsor beyond
this mailing.

NEW!

Diabetes-Friendly Recipe Contest
Host a recipe contest for DCE members, challenging them to
create a diabetes-friendly recipe featuring one of your
products. Contests encourage DCE members to test and
experiment with your products in the kitchen.
Sponsor retains ownership rights to all recipe submissions.
Investment: $12,000

*does not include cost for prizes

• S ponsor works with DCE and the Academy on the contest theme, timeline,
judging criteria and rules.
• D
 CE hosts a contest landing page on the DCE website with all contest information
and submission instructions.
• D
 CE contest promotion includes one (1) sponsor-created dedicated eblast, one (1)
E-update mention and promotion across DCE social media channels.
• D
 CE and sponsor work together to test final recipes and select winning recipes.
• S ponsor funds and distributes prizes directly to contest winners.
• W
 inners and winning recipes are featured in an issue of newsFLASH with
sponsor recognition.
• S ponsor may also create a second dedicated eblast announcing results
and winners.

For more information,
please contact
Cassie Verdi, Manager,
DCE Corporate Relations,
at cverdi@eatright.org.
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Menu of Sponsorship Opportunities
Educational Webinars &
Self-Study Modules
Custom Webinars
In our latest member survey, DCE members indicated a desire for more free
educational webinars. DCE’s one-hour webinars are developed to provide
members with continuing education credits on science-based topics, new
research and consumer trends. Average attendance: 200-400 participants for
live event. Recorded version is available for up to two years for additional
viewing by all members.
Investment: $6,000

does not include speaker fees

•
•
•
•
•

W
 ebinar topic, speaker and content must meet Academy guidelines.
S ponsor leads the creation of webinar content.
D
 CE promotion of webinar across a variety of communication vehicles.
D
 CE provides technology and platform to execute webinar.
S ponsor handles application for continuing education credits. DCE may
provide necessary support to help complete this process.
• S ponsor logo and recognition at onset of webinar.
• S ponsor representative may introduce speaker (up to 2-minute introduction)
OR sponsor may provide a short, 2-3 minute video.

NEW! Online Self-Study Module
In 2019, we’re offering the opportunity to sponsor online self-study modules on
trending topics and new research. Self-study modules are similar to a webinar
but do not include a live event. A 2016 survey of the Academy of Nutrition
and Dietetics membership found that distance learning is the number one
membership benefit*. Developing a self-study module allows you to showcase
your organization’s expertise, knowledge, abilities and skills to DCE members.
Self-study modules will live on the DCE website for three years so members
can access them anytime. *2016 Member Needs Assessment
Investment: $8,000

does not include speaker fees

• M
 odule topic, speaker and content must meet Academy guidelines.
• D
 CE works with the sponsor to approve topic and outline of the
self-study module.
• S ponsor leads the creation of content.
• D
 CE promotion of module across a variety of communication channels.
•A
 cademy/DCE provides assistance, if needed, with recording self-study module.
• S ponsor handles application for continuing education credits. DCE may
provide necessary support to complete this process.
• S ponsor logo and recognition at onset of self-study module.
• S ponsor representative may introduce speaker (up to 2-minute introduction)
OR sponsor may provide a short, 2-3 minute video.

For more information,
please contact
Cassie Verdi, Manager,
DCE Corporate Relations,
at cverdi@eatright.org.
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Menu of Sponsorship Opportunities
Educational Handouts
Members look to DCE’s website for quality educational
handouts to use with clients, another leading member
benefit according to our recent DCE membership survey.
Have your educational handout featured for printing and
use by our members in the Funded Handouts section of
our website for two years.

Mealtime insulin management
What is mealtime insulin?

• Rapid-acting insulin:

Insulin keeps blood glucose in
balance. If blood glucose levels are
too high, two types of insulin may be
used to improve blood glucose:
long-acting and rapid-acting.
Long-acting insulin helps control

y Mixtures:

◊ Take 5-15 minutes before or right
after eating.

◊ Take only twice a day before a
meal (usually)

◊ Works quickly; must be
synchronized with meal time

◊ Is not as flexible as rapid-acting
or short-acting insulin in terms of
meal timing and food choices

• Short-acting insulin:

blood glucose throughout the day,

◊ Combines two different types of
insulin in the same bottle

◊ Take about 30 minutes before
eating

while rapid-acting insulin manages
levels at meal time.

◊ May help cover up to two meals

◊ Works slower than rapid-acting
insulin, but also lasts longer

Over time, if you take oral diabetes
medications, or are on a once or

◊ Lasts longer than rapid-acting or
short-acting insulin

twice a day, long-acting insulin
schedule, you may notice higher
blood glucose levels after meals, or

Investment: Varies, contact DCE’s Corporate Relations Manager for
more information

How will taking mealtime insulin affect your lifestyle?

your blood work may show

Benefits

Considerations

Greater control

Insulin and supplies need to be brought for
meals eaten away from home; insulin pens
and travel cases can make this easier.

More food choices and
flexibility with timing of
meals and snacks

Taking insulin at meals does not mean you
can eat whatever you choose; you should still
follow a balanced, healthy meal plan.

increased A1c values. To help you
better control your diabetes,
providers may add mealtime insulin
to your treatment plan, taken before
each meal.

• A
 ll handouts are reviewed and approved by DCE before posting on the
DCE website.

Are there different types
of mealtime insulin?
If your health care provider adds
mealtime insulin to your treatment

You may need to learn how to use a sliding
scale plan, or an insulin-to-carbohydrate
ratio, to figure out your dose. Your diabetes
team will help you with this.

Easy to use

plan, keep in mind there are several
types to choose from. Each is unique,

• Includes promotion of handout in one (1) monthly DCE E-update and sharing
via DCE social channels to increase awareness.

so work with your provider and
registered dietitian nutritionist to

After-meal blood glucose
closer to goals

determine which kind is right for you.

There is a higher risk of low blood glucose if
meals are delayed. Have glucose tablets, gels
or treatments available at all times.

E-Communications
DCE members depend on e-communications for
the latest in diabetes care and DCE activities. Our
average open and click-through rates meet or exceed
industry averages.
Dedicated eblast
Stand-alone eblast sent to all DCE members featuring news updates,
research, upcoming events and/or links to more information.
Distribution: 5,800
Investment:
• 1 eblast – $3,500
• 2 eblasts – $5,000

Ready, Set, Start Counting!
Carbohydrate Counting — a Tool to Help Manage Your Blood Glucose
When you have diabetes, keeping your blood glucose in a healthy range can help you feel your best
today and in the future. Carbohydrate counting — or “carb counting” — is a flexible meal-planning tool
(not a diet) that can help you understand how your food choices affect your blood glucose level.

Carbohydrate and blood glucose
Any carbohydrate food you eat (e.g., milk, fruit,
bread and pasta) is digested into glucose, which
causes your blood glucose level to increase.
However, eating some carbohydrates
throughout the day is important because they
provide energy and essential nutrients for your
body. To better manage your blood glucose,
energy levels and weight, pay attention to how
much carbohydrate you eat.
Maintaining the right balance between
carbohydrate and insulin (whether your body
produces it or you take it) helps to regulate
your blood glucose level. Determining when
and how much you eat — and whether or not
you have snacks — should be based on your
lifestyle, medications and meal-planning
goals. A registered dietitian nutritionist (RDN)
may consider the following ways for you to
use carb counting to determine the healthiest
plan for you:
•

Portion Control: Setting a maximum amount
of carbs for each meal within your healthy
meal plan and/or taking diabetes
medications can keep your blood glucose
from getting too high.

• Consistency: If you use diabetes medications
or insulin, it may be important to eat the same
amount of food and carbohydrate at the same
time each day. Doing this can keep your blood
glucose from getting too high or too low.
•

Flexibility: If your insulin plan includes
varying doses based on how much
carbohydrate you are eating (carb/insulin
ratio), accurate carb counting can help you
determine how much insulin to take.

Foods that contain carbohydrate:
• Grains (e.g., breads, crackers, rice, hot and
cold cereals, tortillas and noodles)
• Starchy vegetables (e.g., potatoes, peas,
corn, winter squash, lentils and beans)
• Fruit and juices
• Milk and yogurt
• Sweets and desserts
Non-starchy vegetables (e.g., carrots, broccoli
and tomatoes) contain only a small amount
of carbohydrates and do not affect blood
glucose when eaten in small portions.

Monthly E-update
Monthly e-news sent to all DCE members to inform them of upcoming
events and relevant activities. Sponsor has the opportunity to share news,
educational handouts or other content within this already-scheduled eblast.
Distribution: 5,800
Investment: $2,000
• Includes section title, up to 100 words of subtext, one (1) graphic,
sponsor logo and one (1) hyperlink to your company’s health and
nutrition webpage.

For more information,
please contact
Cassie Verdi, Manager,
DCE Corporate Relations,
at cverdi@eatright.org.
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Menu of Sponsorship Opportunities
Awards & Stipends
Support the recognition of esteemed leaders in the field of diabetes and nutrition
through our awards program, or support the educational endeavors and career
development of our members though our stipends. All award/stipend support includes:
• Recognition in Awards Ceremony program handout.
• Recognition in newsFLASH article announcing winners.
• Recognition in E-update announcing winners.

Award/Stipend
Publications
Award

Legislative
Activity Award

Distinguished
Service Award

Diabetes
Educator of the
Year Award

Educational
Stipends

Speaker
Stipends

Investment

Details

$3,000

Recognize a DCE member who has
published a research article demonstrating
the effectiveness of diabetes medical
nutrition therapy (MNT) or a review article
related to diabetes MNT.

$2,000

Fund one scholarship to attend the
Academy’s Public Policy Workshop.
Awarded to encourage, increase and
promote legislative activity by DCE
membership.

$5,000

Recognize an individual who has
demonstrated leadership and service as
a member of DCE and who has worked
toward the promotion of dietetics
professionals in diabetes care and the
diabetes community.

$3,000

Awarded to recognize a member who
has made significant contributions to the
practice of diabetes education and medical
nutrition therapy, as well as demonstrated
the integration of food and the culinary
experience into educational teaching
methods.

$3,250

Five $650 stipends are awarded by random
drawing to assist five DCE members in
attending an educational program related
to pre-diabetes, diabetes education or
treatment.

$3,000

Six $500 stipends are awarded to support
the availability of diabetes-related
nutrition education opportunities
nationally and internationally. This award
encourages presentations in under-served
communities and provides support to
organizations for qualified DCE members
to present diabetes medical nutrition
therapy topics at educational meetings.

Award Recipient Spotlight

Jo Jo Dantone

MS, RDN, LDN, CDE, FAND
2018 DCE Legislative Activity
Award Winner
“Being awarded the DCE
Legislative Activity Award (LAA)
meant that I was being honored
for that which I had always had
passion—politics. It is said that
ancient Greeks did not write
obituaries. They only asked one
question after a man died... Did he
have passion?
In reading the criteria for this
award, one can surmise that the
candidate must have leadership,
experience and commitment, but
without passion, one will rarely
excel in politics—nor any other
task in life.
So, winning the Legislative
Activity Award meant that
somewhere along the line my
passion lit fires, kindled hope and
burned brightly in the eyes of
dreamers to further nutrition and
diabetes-related legislation.
And for that I am truly blessed.”

For more information,
please contact
Cassie Verdi, Manager,
DCE Corporate Relations,
at cverdi@eatright.org.
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